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THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY: ITS ROLE IN OUR 
SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY 

In early 1995, I could easily count the number 
of wood-products-related sites that were on the 
World Wide Web. Today, there are literally 
thousands of forest and wood-vroducts-related 
web sites, which indicates that our community 
has gained significant access to the "information 
superhighway." This recent explosion of infor- 
mation in our community is continuing at an in- 
creasingly faster pace. On Webcrawler, a world 
wide web search tool, I was surprised to find over 
140,000 references to web pages pertaining to 
both "wood" and "products." Obviously, many 
of these pages dealt with items such as news re- 
leases and even art and had very little to do with 
our traditional community of "wood products." 
A more directed search yielded slightly more 
than 6,000 web pages to the wood products com- 
munity I am accustomed to seeing. Still, 6,000 
web pages is a lot of information to sift through 
to find what I need. Is this new information tech- 
nology a revolutionary breakthrough as some 
claim? Or, is it the latest fad that just adds more 
to our daily information overload? 

The recent article in the Forest Products Jour- 
nal {46(5): 19-25) by Vlosky and Gazo provides 
a good background on the internet and discusses 
its potential role for the forest products com- 
munity. This article states that the internet can 
provide "an opportunity for participation in this 
global communication environment for anyone, 
for the largest corporation down to an individual 
consultant." Hence, equal access and free ex- 
change of information between anyone at any lo- 
cation in the world promise to be a new revo- 
lution in communications technology. In looking 
at my list of 6,000 references to wood-products- 
related web pages, many of these, in fact, rep- 

resent lesser known associations, smaller indus- 
tries, or individuals who typically do nct com- 
municate through traditional means such :IS tech- 
nical journals or trade magazines. 

But I oftentimes question whether thi:; "rev- 
olution" is working for us or against us. \Vith an 
increasing access to an abundance of info~mation 
(and "rnis-information"), more time anc effort 
are required to sift through all of the "junl. mail" 
for those tiny morsels of information that are 
useful. While the goal of the internet is lo doc- 
ument free information at high levels of q~~antity, 
the goal of traditional scientific media is 1 0  doc- 
ument repeatable experiments and unbiased facts 
at high levels of quality. This is why twc hours 
of my time is much, much more productive in 
the library reviewing textbooks and ~eer-re- 
viewed articles than two hours on the we'>. 

The internet and the world wide web are fas- 
cinating new ways to communicate ard can 
greatly enhance the way we disseminate infor- 
mation to more people. However, they sre not 
better ways to conduct scientific research ~ror are 
they better ways to teach. New informatioil tech- 
nologies just add to the list of many gootl tools 
that allow us to communicate better and more 
inexpensively to a broader audience. But as in- 
formation becomes more accessible and volu- 
minous through such new information tec ?nolo- 
gies, we are faced with a continuing challenge. 
We must always keep a sharp focus on wk at has 
made our scientific community successful in the 
first place: good people, good scientific methods, 
and an unbiased peer review process. 
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